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Abstract: In this paper we shall provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions of third-order nonlinear differential equations satisfying three-point boundary conditions. For the linear 
case, we propose a constructive method which is a variation of the method of chasing. For the nonlinear problems 
sufficient conditions are provided to ensure the convergence of a general class of iterative methods. Several examples 
are also included. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall consider the following third-order nonlinear differential equation 
x”’ =f(t, x, x’, x”), (1.1) 
together with the three-point boundary conditions 
x’(u) =A, x(b) = B, x’(c) = c (1.2) 
where a<b,<c (a(c) and f: C[[a, c] XIw3 + Iw]. This problem as it is or with slightly 
different boundary conditions has also been included in the recent work, e.g., see 
[3-5,7,12-14,17,21]. More so, imposing some ideal conditions sandwich beam analysis leads to a 
third-order linear differential equation 
X ‘1’ - k2Xj + a = () 
(1.3) 
together with three-point boundary conditions 
x’(0) = x(3) =x’(l) = 0 (I-4) 
where k and a are some physical constants, e.g., see [15]. 
The problem (1.3), (1.4) has a unique solution and can be expressed in terms of elementary 
functions 
x(1)=-$-[(sinh ik-sinh kt) +k(t-i)+ tanh #k(cosh kt - cash +k)] . P-5) 
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However, in general even if it is known that (l.l), (1.2) has a unique solution it is not possible to 
find it explicitly. Faced with this difficulty we resort to numerical methods and in [18] some 
methods for linear problems have been discussed. In this paper first we shall provide necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of (l.l), (1.2). The 
proofs of all these results are based on several inequalities obtained in Section 2. These results 
are of great help before applying any numerical technique. In Section 4, we shall consider f to be 
linear and give very general sufficient conditions to ensure the existence of a unique solution of 
(4.1), (1.2). For this problem we also propose a constructive method which is a variation of the 
method of chasing. In Section 5, we provide a priori estimate on the length of the interval (c - a) 
so that the iterative scheme (5.1), (5.2) converges to the unique solution of (l.l), (1.2). A priori 
conditions for the quadratic convergence are also given. Finally, in Section 6 some examples are 
illustrated. 
2. Preliminary results 
Lemma 2.1. Let x(t) E @[Lz, c], satisfying 
X’(U) =x(b) =x’(c) =o 
where a < b < c (Q < c). Then, 
Ix’(t)) < $(~-a)” max )x”‘(i)) 
lx”(t)1 <+(~-a) max lx”‘(t)]. 
ngtgc 
Proof. Any function x(t) E Cc3)[u, c] satisfying (2.1) can be written as 
x(t) = /=g( t, s)x”‘(s) ds 
a 
where 
g(t, s)=g&, s) = + 
(b - t)(s - a)(2c - b - t) 
(c-u) ’ 
a<s<b, s<ttc; 
g&, 4 = sl(t, 4 - w - 4*, 
g& s) = g&9 s) + Ht -s)*, 
a<s<b, a<t<s; 
b<s<cc, s<ttc; 
g (t s)=1(b-f)(c-s)(b+t-2a) 
4 ’ 2 
(c-a) ’ 
b<s<c, aGt<s. 
(2.1) 
P-2) 
(2.3) 
(2.5) 
In the above if b = a then, g,( t, s) = g2( t, s) = 0 whereas if b = c then, g3(t, s) = gb(t, S) = 0. 
From the explicit form of g( t, s) it is easy to verify that gi( t, S) 2 0, a G s G t G b; g2(t, S) 2 0, 
a < t < s < b; g4(t, s) 2 0, a < t G b, b < s 6 c; gl(t, s) f 0, a G s G b, b G t G c; gj(t> s) G 0, 
b G s G t G C; g4( t, S) G 0, b G t f s G c. Thus, from (2.5) we have 
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if b<t<c. 
Now, a direct computation provides that 
lx@) I 6 I +,k b) I max lx”‘(t) I 
a=st<c 
where 
+,,(c b) = k (c _ a) m[3(2c-b-t)(b-a)2+3(b+t-2a)(c-b)2 
The function $,(t, b) satisfies the inequality 
I&(t, b)l <A max((c-b)2(c+2b-3a), (b-a)‘(3c-2b-a)) 
< &(c - a)‘. 
Using (2.9) in (2.6) the first inequality (2.2) follows. 
By similar calculations 
where 
=$,(t) max lx”‘(t) I 
a<tgc 
G,(t) = +(t - a)(c - t) < +(c - a)’ 
which implies (2.3). Finally, we have 
1 x”(t) 1 < /‘I ““,‘;; ‘)1 ds x am~C I x “’ (t) I 
a .\ 
where 
+ (t)+w2+(42 
3 
(c-4 
< +(c-a) 
which gives (2.4). 0 
(2.6) 
(2-V 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Remark 2.2. The function +,(t, b) defined in (2.7) satisfies (2.1) and for this function in 
(2.2)-(2.4) equality holds. Thus, inequalities (2.2)-(2.4) are the best possible. 
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Lemma 2.3. The following estimates hold 
J dl g(t> s> I Icph b) I d s < &Cc - 4’ I +,(t, b) I, 
I (I dt, s> I b(s) ds < (i - hfi><c - a>’ I +,(t, b) I, 
J o=I dt, 4 I +3(s) d ~d(c-4lG,k WI, 
c a&, s> 
JI at 
I&(s, b) I ds < k(c - aj3G2(t), 
0 = a&, 4 /I at +2(s) ds < (a - bfi)(c - a>“+,(t), n 
c k(t, s) JI at G3(s) ds G 3(c - a>+,(t), cl 
c a*&+, s) /I I G,(s, b) I ds G &dc - d3+,(t>, n at* 
= a*dt, 4 
/I CJ at* 
G2(s) ds 6 (i - TIzfi)(c - a)‘+,(t), 
c a*dt, 4 
/I at* 
G3(s) ds G f(c - a)+,(t). 
cl 
Proof. The proof involves computation which is tedious, though elementary. 0 
3. Existence and uniqueness 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 
(i) K,, K,, K, > 0 be given real numbers and let Q be the maximum of I f( t, uO, q, u2) I on 
the compact set: [a, c] X D,, where D, = {(uO, ul, u2): I u. I 6 2K,, I u1 1 G 2K,, I u2 I < =,}. 
(ii) (c - a) < tin{ (12Ko/Q)“3, (8KJQ)l’*, (2K,/Q)). 
(iii) IBI+i(c-a)(IAl+IC()<K,, 
max{ IAl, ICI} <K, and &WI <K,- 
Then, the boundary value problem (l.l), (1.2) has a solution in Do. 
Proof. We note that any solution x(t) of the problem (l.l), (1.2) is also a solution of 
44 = p*(t) + /k t, s)f(s, x(s), x’(s), x”(s)) ds 
n 
P-1) 
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where 
p (+ (t+b-2cW-t)A+B+ (~--~+~)W)C 
2 2(c-a) 2(c - a) 
and conversely any solution of (3.1) is a solution of (l.l), (1.2). 
Next, we define the set 
S[a, c] = {x(t) E CO[ a, c] : II x II G 2K3, (1 X’II G 24, II x” II < 2K,} 
where I] xci) ]I = max a<tJXw I; i = 0, 1, 2. It is easy to verify that S[a, c] is a closed 
convex subset of the Banach space C(*)[,, b]. The mapping defined by 
(W(t) = p,(t) + jk, s>f(s, x(s), x’(s), x”(s)) d.s (3.2) 
is completely continuous. Obvyously any fixed point of (3.2) is a solution of (Ll), (1.2). 
Let x(t) E S[ a, c], then (Tx)( t) - P2( t) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and 
(c)“‘(t) -P/(t) = (Tx)“‘(t) =f(t, x(t), x’(t), x”(t)) 
thus 
max [(TX)“‘(t) I <Q. 
n<t<c 
Hence, from Lemma 2.1 we have 
II @x)(t) - p,(t) II G ii@ - a>“Q 
which gives 
Further, we have 
(c-t> 
(Tx)‘(t) - (c _ a) A - 
(t-a) 
----C <$(c-a)‘Q 
(c-a) 
which also implies that 
lI(Tx)‘ll anax{ 14, ICI) +i(c-d2Q 
,(K,+K,=2K,. (3.4) 
Similarly, we get 
II(w”ll G cc J a> IC-Al+i(c-a)Q 
<K2+K2=2K2. (3.5) 
Thus, T maps S[a, c] into itself. Further, the inequalities (3.3)-(3.5) imply that the sets 
{(TX)(t): x(t) E S] a, cl), {(TxHt): x(t) E S[ a, c]} and {(Tx)“( t): x(t) E S[a, c]} are uni- 
formly bounded and equicontinuous on [a, c]. Hence, that ???[a, c] is compact follows from the 
Ascoli-Arzela theorem. Thus, the Schauder fixed point theorem applies and a fixed point of (3.2) 
in DO exists. 0 
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Remark 3.2. If b = $(a + c) then, from (2.8) the inequality (2.9) can be replaced by 
I%(~, Ha+c))I < &( c - u)~. Thus, in Theorem 3.1 the condition (ii) can be changed to 
(c - a> G mm{ (24K,/Q)“3, (8K,/Q)“2, @K,/Q)). 
Corollary 3.3. Let the conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied and let g(t) E Cc2’[ a, c] be a 
given function. Then, the differential equation (1.1) together with 
x’(u) = g’(u), x(b) = g(b), x’(c) = g’(c) (3.6) 
husasolutionifM,+M,(c-u)<K,, M,<KK, undM,<K, where Ig(t)I GM,, Ig’(t)I GM, 
and 1 g”(t) ) < M, for all t E [a, c]. 
Proof. We need to verify that the condition (iii) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. For this, let 
A = g’(u), B = g(b) and C = g’(c) then, we have 
(c!u) IC-Al=/ g’(c) - g’(4 = 1 grl( p) ( 7 c-u u<p<c, but Is”(t) I < M2. 
Next, max{ 1 A 1, ) C I} = max{ I g’(a) 1, I g’(c) I } < MI. Finally, we find I B 1 + 3( c - 
a)(IAI+ICI)~MM,+(c-a)M,. q 
Corollary 3.4. Assume that the function, f( t, uO, ul, u2) on [a, c] X R 3 satisfies the following 
condition 
I fk uo, UlT u2)( ~Cg+ClIUg(a1+C21U1)az+ c31u21a9 (3.7) 
where ci > 0, 0 G i G 3 and 0 < a1,a2,a3 < 1. Then, for any function g(t) E Cc2)[u, c] the boundary 
value problem (3.1), (3.6) has a solution. 
Proof. Let x(t) E S[u, c] then, condition (3.7) provides 
I f(t, x(t), x’(t), x”(t)) I G c,, + clK,“’ + c2K,“* + c3K,“’ = M (say). 
Now Corollary 3.3 is applicable by choosing K,, K,, K, sufficiently large so that 
&(c-u)~MGK,, +(c-u)~M<K~, +(c-u)M<K~ 
and 
MO + MI(c - u) <K,, Ml G K,, M,<K,. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied. Then, for any given e > 0 there is a 
solution x(t) of (l.l), (1.2) such that Ix(‘)(t)--PI (t)l cc* 2”) , i = 0, 1, 2 provided (c - a) is 
sufficiently small. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of (l.l), (1.2) and x(t) E S[u, c], then 
Ix(t) -P,(t) I < ii(c - a)“Q, lx’(t) -P;(t)/ < $(c-u)~Q, 
(x”(t)- P,l’(t)(,<+(c-u)Q. 
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Thus, if 
(c - u) G min( (12E/Q)1’3, (8~/Q)l’~, 2e/Q) 
the corollary follows. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Assume that the function f( t, uO, ul, u2) on [a, c] X D, satisfies the following 
condition 
If(t9 %I, Ul, u2)l ~~+~,l~,l+~,I~,I+~,I~,l (3.8) 
where 
and 
e=g(c-a)3Lo+(+-&fi)(C-a)2Li+ +(C-a)L,<l, 
‘=~Oo~~~~IPz(t)l+~,~~~~~IP;(t)/ +L2a~;~clP;l(f)I. 
Then, the boundaryvalue problems tl;), (1.2) has a solution in D,. 
Proof. The boundary value problem (l.l), (1.2) is equivalent to the following problem 
Z”‘(t) = f(t, z(t) + P,(t), z’(t) + P;(t), z”(t) + q(t)), (3.9) 
z’(u) = z(b) = z’(c) = 0. (3.10) 
We define &[a, c] as the set of functions twice continuously differentiable on [a, c] satisfying 
the boundary conditions (3.10). If we introduce in Si[a, c] the finite norm 
(( z (( = max 
i 
sup I+> I I Z’W I I z”W I 
a<t<c l%k b) I ’ a::c +2(t) ’ sup +,(t> a=zt<c i 
then it becomes a Banach space. We shall show that the mapping T: $[a, c] + $[a, c] defined 
by 
@z)(t) = /‘g(t, s)f(s, z(s) + P2(s), z’(s) + P,‘(s), z”(s) + P;‘(s)) ds (3.11) 
a 
maps the ball B = {z(t) E S,[a, c]: 11 z 1) < (L + 2)/(1 - 19)) into itself. For this, let x(t) E B. 
Then we have 
and hence (z(t) + P2( t), z’(t) + P;(t), z”(t) + Pl’( t)) E D,. Thus, using (3.8) into (3.11), we get 
I (W(t) I G ICI d t7 4 I IL + Lo( I z(s) I + I p,(s) I> 
+~,(IzI(~I;l+IP;~~~l~+~2~I~“~~~l+l~~’~~~l~l ds 
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Using Lemma 2.3 in the above inequality, we obtain 
Similarly, we find 
and 1 (Tz)“(t) 1 G 
Thus, ]I( Tz) )I 6 (L + 1)/(1 - 13) and from the Schauder fixed point theorem it follows that T 
has a fixed point in &[a, c]. This fixed point is a solution of (3.9), (3.10). q 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that the boundary value problem (l.l), (2.1) has a nontrivial solution x(t) 
and the condition (3.8) with L = 0 is satisfiedfor all (t, uO, ul, u2) E [a, c] X D,, where 
02 = {(uo, u1, uz): luol ~mmJ@,(t, b)I, lull =-+z(t)> lq oe&>} 
and m = max u<l<Jx”‘W I- Th en, it is necessary that 6’ 2 1. 
Proof. Since x(t) is a nontrivial solution of (l.l), (2.1) it is necessary that m # 0. Further, as a 
consequence of inequalities (2.6) (2.10) and (2.11) we note that x(t) E Oz. Next, the solution 
x(t) satisfy 
4 = Jk t, s)f(s, x(s), x’(s), x”(s)> ds 
a 
and hence 
Ix(t> I 6 JCl d t, s) I [Lo I x(s) I +L, Ix’(s) I +L, Ix”b> I] ds 
a 
G m UC/ g(t, s> I [Lo I &(s, b) I +khb) + L&,(+d] ds. s (3.12) 
Using Lemma 2.3 in the above inequality, we find 
Ix(t) I <mW#+k WI (3.13) 
and, similarly 
I x’(t) I ~mQ&)+ (3.14) 
I x”(t) I i mO&(f). (3.15) 
Using (3.13)-(3.15) into (3.12) successively, we find 
Ix(t) I G dk I +&, b) I> lx’@) I G mf%,( t) 
and 
I x”(t) I < mf?‘&(t), k = 1, 2 ,.... 
Thus, if 0 -C 1 then for every given 6 > 0, we can find sufficiently large k such that ( x(t) 1 -C c. 
However, this contradicts our assumption that x(t) is nontrivial and hence it is necessary that 
o>, 1. 
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Remark 3.8. The conditions of Theorem 3.7 ensure that at least one of L,, L,, L, will not be 
zero, otherwise on [a, c] the solution x(t) will coincide with a polynomial of degree two and will 
not be a nontrivial solution of (1.1) (2.1). Further, x(t) = 0 is obviously a solution of (l.l), (2.1) 
and, if 0 -C 1, then it is also unique. 
4. Solution of linear problems 
For p(t), q(t), r(t) and h(t) E C[ a, c], Theorem 3.6 ensures that the linear differential 
equation 
X “’ =p(t)x”+ q(t)x’+ r(t)x + h(t) 
satisfying (1.2) has a unique solution provided 8 -C 1 where 
(4.1) 
L,= max ]r(t)(, L,= max ]q(t)] and L,= max ]p(t)]. 
n<t=Sc a=st<c cr<f<C 
It is of interest to note that (4.1), (1.2) has a unique solution provided (i) q(t) > 0 for all 
t E (a, c) (ii) y(t) < 0 if t E (a, b) and r(t) > 0 if t E (b, c). For this, from the linearity of the 
problem (4.1), (1.2) it is sufficient to show that the linear differential equation 
2”’ =p(t)z”+q(t)z’+r(t)z (4.2) 
satisfying (2.1) has only the trivial solution. If z(t) is a nontrivial solution of (4.2) (2.1) then, 
z’(b) = z”(b) = 0 is not possible follows from the uniqueness of the initial value problems. We 
shall show that z’(b) # 0 and z”(b) # 0. Assume without loss of generality that z’(b) = 0, 
.z”( b) > 0 then, there exists a t, E (b, c) such that z”(t) > 0 in [b, tl) and z”( tl) = 0. From this 
it follows that z(t), z’(t) > 0 in (b, tJ. Thus, at the point t, the differential equation (4.2) 
provides z “’ ( tl) > 0 whereas, (z”( t, - 6) - z”( tl))/ - e G 0 for all small E > 0 and hence z “’ ( tl) 
G 0. This contradiction shows that z’(b) = 0, z”(b) > ( < 0) is not possible. Next, we assume 
that z’(b) > 0, z”(b) = 0 then, from (4.2) we get z “‘(b) > 0 and hence there exists t, E (b, c) 
such that z”( t2) = 0 and z”(t) > 0 in (b, t2). This again leads to a contradiction and z’(b) > 0 
( < 0), z”(b) = 0 is also not possible. Thus, if we assume that z’(b) > 0 then, the only 
possibilities are z”(b) > 0 or z”(b) < 0 however, in both of these cases also we get a similar 
contradiction and hence our assumption that z(t) f 0 is not correct. 
In the rest of this section, we shall assume that p(t), q(t) and r(t) satisfy some of the above 
sufficient conditions so that (4.1) (1.2) has a unique solution. This solution can be constructed 
(directly or converting (4.1), (1.2) into its equivalent first-order system form) by using one of the 
several known methods e.g. the method of complementary functions [1,2,8,11], the method of 
adjoints [1,6], the method of particular solutions [2], the method of chasing [9,10], the method of 
invariant imbedding [16] the initial-value adjusting method [19,20,22] etc. Here, we shall 
formulate a variation of the method of chasing which is different from the one given in [18]. For 
this, let x(t) be the solution of (4.1), (1.2) and introduce a second order linear differential 
equation 
x’(t) = q(t)x(t) + q(t)x”(t) + a,(t) (4.3) 
where ai( t), az( t) and a,(t) are yet to be determined. Differentiating equation (4.3) and 
eliminating x”‘(t) from (4.1), we get 
x”(t) = a;(t)x(t) + a,(t)x’(t) + a;(t)x”(t) 
+%(t)(P(t)X”(t) + q(t)x’(t) + r(t)x(t) + h(t)) + a;(t) 
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and hence from (4.3), we find 
x”(t) = (&> + a,(++) + $0) + ~,W~,(+M)x(~) 
+Mt> + %WP(Q + &Mt) + G(Mt))xW) 
+(&> + %(Mf) + &Mt> + ~&)~&M)). 
Comparing the coefficients in equation (4.4), we obtain the nonlinear first-order system 
a;(t) = -G)r(t> - cG(t> - ~iW&)q(~)~ 
a;(t) = I - %O)PW - %W*(f) - cG(Mf)> 
M) = -%W+) -a,(t)%(t) - ~*(+#qO). 
The system (4.5) can be integrated forward with the initial conditions 
(4.4) 
(4-5) 
q(u) = 0, +) = 0, a&z) =A (4.6) 
only up to the point b, to obtain CQ( b, 4.6), (Y~( b, 4.6) and (Y~( b, 4.6). The initial conditions (4.6) 
are so choosen that the solution y(t) of (4.1) represented by (4.3) satisfy y’(a) = A. Similarly, we 
integrate (4.5) backward with the terminal conditions 
+) = 0, a,(c) = 0, (Y3(c) = c (4.7) 
only up to the point b, to get al( b, 4.7), (Y~( b, 4.7) and (Y~( b, 4.7). 
From these known values the relation (4.3) provides 
x’(b) = q(b, 4.6)B + cxZ(b, 4.6)x”(b) + a3(b, 4.6), 
x’(b) = q(b, 4.7)B + cy,(b, 4.7)x”(b) + a,(b, 4.7). (4.8) 
The linear system (4.8) can easily be solved to find the values of x’(b) and x”(b). The solution 
x(t) of (4.1), (1.2) is now obtained by integrating backward (forward) from the point b to a(c) 
from the known x(b) = B and the calculated values of x’(b) and x”(b). If b = u(c) then, we 
need to integrate (4.5) only once with the initial (terminal) condition (4.6) (resp. (4.7)) up to the 
point c(u) and the first (second) equation of (4.8) provides x”(u) (resp. x”(c)). 
5. Solution of nonlinear problems 
Here, we shall provide sufficient conditions for the convergence of the iterative scheme 
x;,(t) =f(C x,(t), xN, x;(t)) 
XL+,(U) =A, x,+#> = B, x;+,(c) = C; m=O, l,... 
to the solution x(t) of (l.l), (1.2). In (5.1), /3(t) E C[ a, b] and x0(t) = P2( t). 
(5-l) 
(5.2) 
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the function f (t, uO, ul, u2) is continuously differentiable with respect to 
ug, ul’ u2 on [a, c] X D3, where 
D3 = ( (uo> ul, uz): No-&@>I d(1-s,)hh(t, @I, 
1% - W>) G e(l - s,)-‘+,(t)> 1% - fy(t) ( G ep - qJ1&(f)) 
and 
sup 
af(t, uo, ul, u,) 
au; 6 L,, 
i=O, 1,2, 
[a,clXQ 
0,=(1+2/3)19<1, /3= max IP(t 
a<t<c 
Then, 
(i) the sequence {x,(t)} generated by (5.1), (5.2) remains in D,; 
(ii) the sequence { x,,,(t)} converges to the unique solution x(t) of the boundary value problem 
W), (1.2); 
(iii) a bound on the error is given by 
Ix@>--%&)I d( (:CBpbsi-(l-s,)-l,~l(t, b I, 
Ix’(t) -%&>I G P( ‘:““pbs)m(l-8,)-‘~,(t), 
Ix”(t) -x;(t) 1 < Q( ‘;ym(l -6p#&). 
(5.3) 
Proof. Obviously, x0(t) = P2( t > E D,. Thus, it suffices to show that x,(t) E D, implies that 
xm+l(t) E D3. For this, we begin with the integral representation of (5.1), (5.2) 
+PW 5 ( xZil(s) - x;)(s)) af(s, x,(s), x;(s), x;(s)) 
i=O ax;+) 
and hence 
Ix ,+&> - 40) I 
G 61 b+Y 4 I / [ 
If( s, x,(s), x:,(s), x:(s)) -f(s, P*(s), P;(s), P,“(s))/ 
ds 
+If(s> J’,(s), p;(s), &Y(s))) + P 5 (&(s) -x:)(s) IL, ds 
i=O I 
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&+ (1 + j3)i~oLilx:)(s) - P2(i)(s) 1 + ,6’ t &1x$!,(s) - P,cl)(s) I] ds 
i=O 
Since, from Theorem 3.6 for all m >, 1 the solution of (5.1), (5.2) exists (not necessarily in I$), 
we find that 
II x m+l-P211 =m= sup 
i 
Ix ,+&> - P2W I 
a<t<c IWT b) I ’ 
is finite. Thus, on using Lemma 2.3 in to (5.4), we get 
lx ,+&) - J’,(t) I G Q[1+ (I+ P>(l - $s)-‘o] I +,(t, b) I 
+P%,k b) I Ox,+1 -PzII 
which is same as 
Ix ,+I(4 -pm I 
lG,G~ b) I 
< e<1 - P@(l - $3-l+ PO II x,+1 - p2 II. 
Similar calculations also give 
lXln+lw - Pi(t)’ < Q(l - pe)(l - I3 )-I + pe 11 x,+1 - P 
ddt) 
B 11 2 ? 
Ix:+1 0) -fw>l - 
+3(t) 
G Q(l -@)(l -~~)-l+~~k,+l -&II. 
Combining (5.5)-(5.7), to obtain 
II x m+l - p2 II G Go - be@- qJ’ + PO II x,+~ - p2 II 
which provides 
(5.5) 
(5 4 
(5 -7) 
II x m+l - p2 II G Q(i - eJ’ 
and hence x,,,+l( t) E D,. 
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Next, from (5.1), (5.2) we have 
G,lW - x,(t> 
Thus, from the fact that {x,(t)} c D3, we get 
IX m+l(‘) - xm(f) I G /‘I ET(l> ‘) I [ t Lilx$‘(s) - xEL1(s) ( a i=o 
+S? &(I 
i=O 
x:!+~(s) -x;)(s) ( + Ix:+) - xc’,(.s) I]] ds 
Q :Jdt, 41 l[(~+P)II~,-~,-~II+PII~~+~-~~IIl J 
x (Lo I +,(s, b) I +L,+,b) + L2444) ds. (5 9 
Using Lemma 2.3 in to (5.9), we find 
Ix ,+A4 - I, I 6 [(I + P) 11 X, - xmdl II +P II x,+~ - x, Ill 0 l +,(f, b) I 
which is same as 
lx ,+b) - x,(t) i/l +,(c b) I G [(I + 8 II X, - x,_~ II +p II x,+~ - x, ilp. (5.10) 
Following the similar arguments, we also obtain 
lx k+,(t) - XA&) I/M> G [O + P> II X, - xmel II +b II x,+~ - X, ii]e (5.11) 
and 
Ix;+1 0) - x;(t) I/+,(t) G IO + P) II X, - xmpl II +P II x,+~ - x, iI1 8. (5.12) 
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Combining (5.10)-(5.12), we have 
II x m+l --Lll ~[~~+P~II~~-~~-lII+PII~,+1-~,lll~ 
which also gives 
II x 
(1 +Lv 
m+l -&III G 1-p Il%z--x,-lII. 
Finally, an easy induction gives 
II x m+l-XmIl G ( y;~)“llxI-xoll. (5.13) 
Since, dfi = (1 + 2P)8 < 1 inequality (5.13) implies that the sequence { x,,,(t)} is Cauchy and 
hence converges to x(t) E D3. That this x(t) is indeed the unique solution of (l.l), (1.2) can 
easily be verified. 
To find the error bound (5.3), we use (5.13) in the triangular inequality 
II x m+p - x, II G II x,+p - Tn+p-1 II + II x,+p-1- x,+p-2 II + * *. + II x,+1 - x, II 
and taking p -+ CO, to obtain 
II x - x, II < ( ‘:‘“p~jrn(l 
Next, from (5.1), (5.2) we have 
- (l+N8 
l-/M 1 
-1/(xl-x 11 0 . 
I xl(t) - x0@) I G lCI d 1, 3) I Ifh x0(4 44 G(s)) 
n I 
+p 5 L,Ix{“(S) - x&ys) 
i=o II ds 
Similarly, 
f 
/ 
(I db 4 I [e+ P(Lo I +,h b) I +kG2w 
+J524dml Xl--X0 ill ds 
G @+/WI x1-x0 II)1 +,k b) I. 
I~;(t>-~;,(t)l~(e+peiix~-x~ii)~~(t) 
and 
Ix;‘(t) - x;(t) I G @+ fle ii x1 - x0 II)~&). 
The above inequalities imply that 
IIX~-X~II GQ(i-per’. 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
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Using (5.15) into (5.14), we get 
,,x-xx,,, <P( (;+;~jks,)-’ 
which implies that (5.3) follows from the definition of I( x - x, I(. 
Theorem 5.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied and /3(t) = 1. Further, let 
f(t, uo, Z.Q, u2) be twice continuously differentiable with respect to (I+,, ul, u2) on [a, c] X D3, and 
for all (t, uo, ul, u2) E [a, cl X D,, 
&u.f( t, ug, Ul> 
u2) ~L,L,K, O,ci, jG2. 
J 
Then, 
IX m+,(t) - x,(t) I G f A2m I +,( t, b) I, 
k+b) -G(t) 1 G + A2”b&>, jx;+l(t) -x;(t) 1 < 5 A23,(t) 
(5.16) 
where 
a= 2(1K_Bs) [Mo(c-43 + $L,(c-a)*+ +L2(c-a)] 
and 
A = (e/(1 - 0))s. 
Thus, the sequence { xm( t)} generated by (5.1), (5.2) converges quadratically if A -C 1. 
Proof. In Theorem 5.1 we have already proved that { xm( t)} c D,. Since, f is twice continuously 
differentiable, we have 
fk x,(tL x&L -Cxt>) 
=f(t, x,-1 01, xk-At>, x:-At>) 
+ i$o(xc$(t) -x$‘l( )  af(t, xm-l~~;;~l~;~t~~ XLIW 
+3 
i 
?I k?<t> -xLLw,& 2f(t> PI&>, PI(t), p2(t>) 
i=O I 1 
and xc)(t), 0 < i 6 2. 
(5.17) 
xZL1(s) -x$(s)) af(s, xJs), x;(s), x;(s)) 
ax:‘(s) 
t (x$)(s) - XEQS)) 
i=O 
& 
I 
*fk PO(~), P+>, P*(S)) 1 ds. 
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Thus, as earlier, we find 
lx ,+1(t) -x,(t) I G ICI d t, 4 IL% I @Ah b) I +-WA4 + ud4) II x,+1 - x, II 
&h I +h, b) I +U&) + ~z~h))* II x,+1 - x, II *] ds 
G 6~ IIx,-l - x, II I +,(t, b) I + +Ke II x,+1 - x, II * 
x[~LO(E-a)3+~LI(C-a)2+~L2(c-a)] I+,(& b)l 
and hence 
IX ,+,(+~,,&h’I4~(~~ b)l ~~II~,+~-~,II+~~--8)~-11~,+~-~,11*. (5.18) 
A similar computation also provides 
Ix;+1 (t> -x:,(t)\/+,(t) ~eIIxm+r-x,II +(l-~)~\lx,+,-x,,,l1* (5.19) 
and 
Ix:+1 W-x;(t) I/4&> G 8 II m+1 - x, II + (1 - w II x,+1 - x, II *e (5.20) 
Combining (5.18)-(5.20), we have 
II x m+l-X,II ~~II~,+~-~,lI+~~--e)~ll~m+l-~,l12~ 
which is same as 
II x m+1- X, II G 6 II X,+1 - X, II ** 
Now, an easy induction gives 
II x m+1 - X, II G + [a II x1 - x0 ll]2m. (5.21) 
Using (5.15) into (5.21) we get 
II x m+l -x, ll < 5 A*“’ 
which is same as (5.16). 0 
6. Some examples 
Example 6.1. For the boundary value problem 
X “’ = x sinh x + cash t, (6 -1) 
x’(0) = 1, x(b)=x’(l)=O, O<b<l, (6.2) 
we have P*(t)=+(b-t)(b+t-2) Q=2K, sinh2K,+coshl. Thus the conditions of Theo- 
rem 3.1 are satisfied provided 
:<K, and 1 G 
12K, 
2K, sinh2K,+coshl (6.3) 
Both the inequalities (6.3) are satisfied if 0.5 < K, < 1.189562286. Hence there exists at least one 
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solution of (6.1) (6.2) in the region S={(t, x): O,<t<l, ]x]<K,, where 0.5<K,,< 
1.189562286). 
Example 6.2. For the differential equation 
X “’ =xa sin x+e-‘*cos t, O<a<l, 
together with (1.2), Corollary 3.4 ensures the existence of at least one solution 
S = {(t, x): a G t 6 b, 1 x ) < co} as long as A, B, C and (c - a) are finite. 
(6.4) 
in the region 
Example 6.3. For the function f( t, x) = x sin x + eet2 cos t the condition (3.8) is satisfied for all 
(t, x) E R * with L = 1 and L, = 1. Thus, the boundary value problem (6.4), (1.2) with cy = 1 has 
asolution Ix(t)1 <ccforallA, BandCprovided&c-~~)~<lor(c--)<2.578463976.... 
Example 6.4. Following the considerations of Section 4, we find that the boundary value problem 
(1.3), (1.4) has a unique solution. Further, for this problem the system (4.5) reduces to 
a;(t) = -a;(t) -k*a,(t)a,(t), a;(t) = 1 - a,(t)a*(t) -k%;(t), 
a;(t) = aa, - q(t)a3(t) - k2a2(t)a,(t). 
We integrate (6.5) forward with the initial conditions 
(6.5) 
q(o) = a* (0) = a3 (0) = 0 
up to t = 3. Next, we integrate (6.5) 
cIr(1) = (Y*(l) = (Y#) = 0 
up to t = 5. 
backward with the terminal conditions 
The system (4.8) for the boundary conditions (1.4) reduces to 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
x’(i) = a,(*, 6.6)x”($) + cX,($, 6.6), x’(i) = a,(+, 67)x”(+) + a&, 6.7). 
(6.8) 
Thus, to find x’(t) and x”(i) we need to know only a,(+, 6.6), a,(+, 6.6) a,($, 6.7) and 
LY,(+, 6.7). 
Numerical computation using Runge-Kutta method of order four for several different choices 
of k and a provides the values of x’( 3) and x”(i) which agree with the values obtained from the 
exact solution (1.5). This procedure has advantage over the method given in [18, p. 43-481. In 
particular, we need to integrate only one system (6.5) instead of two different differential 
systems. Moreover, the forward integration is necessary only in the interval [0, $1 whereas 
backward in [ $, l] compare to forward integrations over [0, 11 and [ 4, 11. 
Example 6.5. Consider the differential equation 
x “’ = x sin x + sin t (6.9) 
together with (0.2). Since P2( t) = 0, we find that e = max,. t 61 (sin t I -c 1. Further, 8 = &Lo 
and hence if we take P(t) = 1 then eP = 38 = &L,. Next, as long as 36’ < 1 we have 
D,=(u,: l~o16(1--38)~1~~~(t~f)~)~{~o: Iuoli 3(4057L ,j=4 (say), 
0 
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and hence 
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L,= sup (1+ Iu,I)<l+5/3(40-7&J. 
UOGD, 
(6.10) 
The inequality (6.10) subject to &L, < 1 is satisfied as long as 0 6 L, G 1.05105803.. . . Thus, 
from Theorem 5.1 the iterative scheme 
x:+,(t) = (x,(t) sin x,(t) + sin t) 
+(xm+&) - x,(t))(x,(t) cos x,(t) + sin x,(t)), (6.11) 
x~+r(O) = x,+t(i) = x;+r(1) = 0, m = 0, 1,. . . 
with x,(t) = 0 converges to the unique solution of (6.9), (0.2) in 
D,= {u,: 1 uo( < (1.2253928.. .) I&( t, $) I}. 
Also, from (5.3) the error bound is 
Ix(t) -x,(t) 1 < (0.130632755...)m(l.2253928...)~~&, +)I. 
Next, an easy computation provides that K= 1.85662656.. . and hence 
A= Ke 
2(1 - e)* 
. &Lo = 0.00282885.. . < 1. 
Thus, the conditions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied and (6.11) converges quadratically to the 
unique solution of (6.9), (0.2). 
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